Alexandra Primary School E-Newsletter
Our purpose is to build a learning community that challenges and supports young minds to develop as independent
and lifelong learners, continually striving for excellence in the 21st Century.
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We hope you enjoy our second E-Newsletter which provides an insight into some
of the curriculum areas our students have been involved in at school toward the
end of last term and at the start of this term.
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What Does Drama Look Like In Grades 4-6?
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During Term 2, students in years 4-6 learnt
about the world of Advertising and the
psychology behind marketing and techniques
that advertisers use to persuade people to
buy their products and services. Students
have been engaged in discussions about the
power of advertising in our modern world.
They are learning to be critical of ‘sales
pitches’ and identify target audiences in
advertisements.
The students worked collaboratively to create
their own 2 minute ‘Sales Pitch’ for a product
that they have ‘invented.’ They used
persuasive techniques such as:
*Rhetorical questions… “Have you ever
wished that your hair would grow long
overnight?”
*Slogans…. “Colour is everything!”
*Humour
*Repetition of words and phrases (“But
wait..there’s more!”)
*Dramatic storytelling
*Dance, performance and creating a ‘jingle’ (a song to advertise their product).
Students have created effective, entertaining and
engaging advertisements that they have
performed to their peers. Students were
allowed to ‘exaggerate’ their performance and
hone in on techniques that they see and hear on
television and radio. They were encouraged to
strive to make each ad memorable, convincing,
and exciting. Scripted characters, slogans,
movement, and sounds were all part of the
persuasive techniques that each group
presented.

What Does Drama Look Like In Grades 4-6? (continued)
Along with the teacher,
peers used a rubric to
asses each group and
provide feedback. Peer
assessment enables
students to ‘look for’
elements of the
performance that were
successful, and provide
suggestion for areas of
improvement. It enables
students to hone their
feedback skills, provide
specific feedback and
also brings an
‘awareness’ to their own
performances, as they
know what the judges
are ‘looking for.’

Oral Presentation
Dramatic Skills

Our Rubric

I tried to convince
the audience that
they needed to buy
my product, using
many persuasive
techniques such as
a slogan, rhetorical
questions, humour
or other dramatic
performance.

I spoke to the audience about my product and used at least
one persuasive technique such as a slogan, rhetorical questions, humour or
other dramatic perfomance.

I spoke about my
product but didn’t
use persuasive advertising techniques.

I used body language well to support my speech.

I used some body
language to support
my speech.

I used a little body
language.

I spoke clearly and
accurately, and at
an appropriate volume and pace.

I spoke quite clearly
and accurately, and
at a generally good
volume and pace.

I sometimes spoke
clearly and at an
appropriate volume
and pace.
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Literacy in Grade 2/3A
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As part of our daily Reading program, students in 2/3A have been looking at non-fiction
texts and learning about the CAFE (Comprehension, Accuracy, Fluency, Extend
Vocabulary) strategy, ‘Use Text Features’, which helps us with our comprehension. Some
of the text features we have been learning about include: titles, table of contents,
headings, pictures, captions, glossary and index. We have been learning about what these
text features are, where we can find them in a text and how they can help us with our
reading. This is what some of the students had to say about the different text features:
Title
“A title is the name of a book.” Jett
“You can find a title on the front cover and first page of
the book.” Emily
“A title can help you because it tells you what the book
is about.” Charlie

Table of Contents
“A table of contents gives a list of headings and page
numbers.” Lucas
“You can find a table of contents at the front of the
book.” Maddy
“It helps you with your reading because if you want to
read about something, you can read the table of contents and go to the page.” Jesse

Heading
“A heading is like a title but for a page.” Cam
“You can find headings throughout the book.” Taya
“Headings help you with your reading because you’re
thinking about what the page or pages are going to be
about.” Nikita

Literacy in Grade 2/3A Continued

Picture
“Pictures are a type of drawing or painting and
sometimes they might be a photo.” Ava
“You can find pictures in a book most of the time.” Josh
“Pictures can help us understand what we read.” Blake

Caption
“Captions are a bit of writing that explain what an illustration, photograph or a diagram is about.” Emily
“You can find captions in a non-fiction book and maybe
an information report.” Brianna
“Captions help you with your reading because if you didn’t know what the picture is about the caption would
help you.” Lucy

Glossary
“A glossary is a mini dictionary and it tells you the
meaning of words.” Abby
“You know a word is in the glossary because it would
be in italics, bolded or a different colour.” Shanni
“If you don’t know the meaning of the word, go to the
glossary and it will tell you the meaning.” Noah

Index
“An index is arranged in alphabetical order. It is a list
of words and the page numbers that the words are
mentioned on.” Aylah
“An index is in the back of a book.” Owen
“For example if you wanted to go to ‘cream’ you
would need to go to the index and ‘cream’ would be
on pages 24, 25 and 26.” Eric
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Outdoor Education Extension Program—Mountain Biking
Over four weeks in Term 2, 22 students
took part in the Outdoor Extension
Program, where they improved their
Mountain Biking skills and challenged
themselves in our local environment.
Students were required to apply for a
position on the program, and were
chosen based on their enjoyment and
excellent participation during our Outdoor
Education programs.
Throughout the program, we specifically
focussed on improving the students’
single track mountain biking skills, and the
program culminated with a whole day
riding at Buxton Mountain Bike Park.
Students were required to listen to
feedback and challenge themselves to
learn new skills and try new things. They
developed resilience by stepping outside
their comfort zones and accepting
challenge.
It was impressive to see all students giving
everything a go, implementing the skills
they had learnt during the program and
experiencing success at their own level.
The booming smiles couldn't be wiped off
everyone's faces as they challenged
themselves on the final two weeks at
Buxon.
Thank you to all of the parent helpers
who made this program possible.

“It was fun doing the flowy bottom
section at Buxton.” Will
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Outdoor Education Extension Program—Mountain Biking

“My favourite part of the Mountain Bike program was going on the down hill part of Acheron Ridge,
because we got to go really fast.” Danielle

“I really liked going to Lucky Mines and then coming
back down the road. It was really fun.” Jaidon
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Grade 6 Activity Day
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On Wednesday June 6th 2018, the day started quite cold, and the students and teachers
were rugged up ready for the day ahead. We left school just after 9:00 and met our OEG
leaders – Katie and Tilly about 9:20. Once fitted out with gaiters and wet weather gear
(just in case) we headed off along Mallets Track. We followed this track up hills and
down gullies, the students taking turns to lead the groups with maps in hand.
Constant chatting and laughing could be heard along the track. Single file, walking in
small groups, some up front with the leaders and others walking at their pace further
back. Team building games of ‘camouflage’, octopus and downball had the students
playing together, with loads of laughter and pure delight and fun. The weather was
perfect, layers of clothes coming off, the sun was shining and hot!
Frequent stops at tops of hills for snacks and to catch our breath then, lunch at the
bottom of gullies. Our destination was Snobs Creek, where we met the bus at 2:30. It
was a great day out of school with terrific leaders. All students and teachers enjoyed the
day. There were some pretty tired kids at the end of the day. A game of dead fish back
at school was appreciated by some needing rest and recovery.

Many thanks to
Mrs McInnes, Katie, Tilly
and Mrs Lakeland.

Numeracy in Grade 1/2A
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Toward the end of Term 2, 1/2A has covered a range of topics and ideas in Maths.
We used hands on activities that helped us see our learning and explore the functions of areas like multiplication, division and addition.

Some of the topics we have explored were:


2D and 3D shapes



Addition and Subtraction



Multiplication and division



Chance and probability



Data collection

Our favourite topic was Chance and Probability because we explored how lucky we
could be when playing a game with a dice. We looked at the different ways in which
we could make something more likely or less likely .

Japanese
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Every class begins with chanting the Japanese verse.

ひかりは こころに
せんせい みなさん ありがとう

こころは ことばに
せんせい みなさん こんにちは

Light coming into your heart. Your warm hart is now into your words.
Teacher & everyone, Thank you!
Techer &everyone Hello!

The Foundation students
enjoy singing Japanese
songs with puppets.
The Grade 1 and 2 students enjoy asking some questions in Japanese. Yes, we are
getting to have little conversations in Japanese!
The Grades 3 and 4 students are working on everyday expressions that Japanese kids use
and introducing their family!
The Grades 5 and 6 students are very busy with learning basic translation skills. They are
ready to read some short articles in Japanese.
On 31st of July, we had 20 Japanese students with Grade 5/6 A & B! We sang a Japanese
song with them. We had Japanese conversation with them!
And we enjoyed making origami with them!!

Foundation MAPPEN
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In Term 2, the Foundation MAPPEN unit focused on “Our Changing World.”
The unit explored the concept of
change through a variety of fun
and engaging lessons. Most
lessons were structured using
groups of students so all
students were able to work
together. We planted a pea seed
in a clear cup and students
predicted what they thought
would happen. Over the course
of the term, they observed the
germination, growth and change
from seed to plant. Students
drew their plant as it grew and spoke about the changes they saw.

Students also looked at how living things might change as they get older such as a puppy
-young dog – dog; baby elephant - young elephant - adult elephant; tomato seed tomato plant in flower – tomato; frog egg – tadpole-frog, and many more. The
discussion around the changes was interesting. Sometimes it was tricky to observe the
change that actually takes place. Something worth talking about at home as a family!

One lesson was called ‘Hide n
Seek Chameleons’ – which
focussed on how some things
adapt and change to their
environment. In particular we
saw how chameleons can
change their appearance to
hide in their habitat and then
we coloured our own sneaky
chameleons to camouflage in
our classroom.

Foundation MAPPEN Continued
During other lessons, we observed change in ourselves from birth to now, and thought
about future changes in ourselves and our world. We looked at the changing seasons
and how our lives change as a result of these changes.

We looked at how objects change in time.
Students considered what has changed and
what has stayed the same as they looked at old
and new objects such as telephone – mobile
phone; toast over fire - electric toaster;
writing with a quill – pencils; old car - modern
car; row boat – speed boat; small blade fan –
air conditioner; and fob watch – fit bit watch.
Some of the things were unknown to the students, so finding their ‘like’ pair was a bit
tricky! Students spoke well about the things
that were the same in all of the objects and the
kinds of improvements that have been made
over time.
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Grade 3/4 Activity Day
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On Thursday the 7th of June, the Grade 3/4 students walked from APS to McKenzie’s
Reserve for their activity day. Mrs Hibbert, Mrs Twinning, Miss Westwood, Debbie and
Mandie ran activities for the students, as well as Katie from OEG. While at the Reserve,
the students worked in collaborative teams to extend their teamwork skills. They
completed four different activities.
* Tarpology (tent building)
* Building environments for
animals.
* Nature scavenger hunt
* Orienteering course around
the reserve.
We ate lunch together at the
Reserve and a fun day was had
by all.

I like building the houses for
the animals because I made
a tree house and it looked
really cool. Fergus.

I loved making the cubbies
for the little animals because
we worked as a team to
make it. Courtney

It was really fun because I liked doing the hiking, the
scavenger hunt and spending time with my friends. Jaidon

